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WIPO Center Case Role

Administering cases

Under WIPO Rules, or under special procedures

Active management:  containing time and costs

WIPO eADR and online tools

Facilitating selection and appointment of mediators, arbitrators, 

experts

WIPO list of 2,000+ neutrals 

From numerous countries in all regions 

Specialized in different areas of IP and IT
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https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/eadr/checklist/index.html
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WIPO Model Clauses

www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses
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What is Mediation? 
Refresher from Module 6

• “Assisted negotiation”

• Voluntary

• may be contractually required as part of escalation clause

• Nonbinding

• Mediator is not there to decide case

• Only reaches resolution if parties sign binding agreement

• Even if not successful can bring parties closer together or narrow issues

• Mediator can hold joint sessions with parties (caucus) or separate sessions

• Mediator can shuttle back and forward with messages

• Sometimes parties will never even meet

• Surprisingly this can be very effective (particularly where strong emotions involved)
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Facilitative vs Adjudicative Mediation

• Facilitative

• Mediator does not give views

• Seeks to help parties resolve case

• Adjudicative

• Mediator does give views

• As will be discussed, sometimes mediator in facilitative mediation can offer 

to give view –

• if parties agree

• No matter what, MEDIATION IS NOT BINDING, unless parties sign 

agreement

• Sometimes parties will suggest arbitrator act as mediator.

• Controversial in arbitration world
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Unilateral Request for WIPO Mediation 
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MEDIATION: the Mediator’s perspective

• The Mediator’s task is:
• to enable each party to understand fully the position of the other party, namely

the interests, needs and sometimes personal factors underpinning the opposing
positions;

• to identify the main factors driving the dispute, namely the commercial
imperatives;

• and, thereby, create an environment which moves parties away from the
confrontational attitudes and approach which typically result from and dominate
litigation.

• Put shortly, the Mediator’s task is to give the parties the best chances of reaching a
settlement of their dispute that is:
• quicker
• less expensive and
• more appropriate
than anything that might be available from a court or arbitral tribunal.
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The Mediator’s role *

• Manages the process.
• Overcomes ‘reactive devaluation’ - dismissing or devaluing a point or proposal made

by a party.
• Embarks on reality testing.
• Unlocks fixed positions.
• Sets the tone of the mediation.
• Is an effective voice for each party.
• Encourages option generation.
• Floats ideas that, if coming directly from a party, could risk insult or ridicule or be

seen as a sign of weakness or an attempt to inflame an already difficult situation.
• Helps parties think the unthinkable.
• Closes the gap.
• Breaks deadlock.

* Source: ‘The Pocket Mediator’ (Jon Lang) <www.jonlang .com>
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The Mediation Process: pre-meetings

• Conference call/Zoom pre-mediation meeting with the parties
• to identify what needs to be addressed in the Position Statements (to be exchanged),
• the Mediation Bundle,
• provide for the possibility of Confidential ‘for mediator’s eyes only’ Position Statements,
• identify attendees at the Mediation Meeting,
• ensuring that a ‘Decision Maker’ with authority to settle will participate at the Meeting.

• Pre-Mediation Meeting with each party separately with a view to
• understanding better the dynamics underlying the opposing positions,
• resolving any questions arising from the respective Position Statements and
• for the Mediator and parties alike to get to know and be comfortable with each other in

advance of the Mediation Meeting.
• This should avoid the need for time taking preliminaries at the subsequent Mediation Meeting.

It may also give parties cause to re-think their position in advance of that Meeting.
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At the Mediation Meeting (1)

• Suggest that the respective Position Statements and any Supplementary Statements be
adopted to obviate the need for Opening Statements

• if presented by counsel - which they usually are - can be confrontational.
• But, allow each party to comment briefly on the opposing Position Statements and, if

necessary, request explanation(s).

• Helpful if the Mediator then reframes the opposing positions as he sees them.
• This has a dual purpose.

• First, to ensure that the Mediator has accurately understood the respective positions and issues.
• Second, it will probably be the first truly objective summary of the issues, which the respective lay

parties have heard.

• Otherwise, typically, they will have the inevitably one sided only view of the case which
they have heard from their respective counsel.

• Set a cut-off time for the meeting. Otherwise, meetings can drag on - possibly, even
overnight - with parties becoming fractious and thus risking destroying the progress made
earlier.

• Essential that the Mediator - and the parties - demonstrate that they are ‘actively
listening’ rather than just hearing.
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At the Mediation Meeting (2)

• Control any bully boy tactics, particularly where there is an imbalance of power
between the parties.

• Listen out for ‘signals’ - a subtle change in language used to explore tentatively
whether a concession or change in position is being made by a party.

• In cases of deadlock, perhaps ask the parties in caucus whether it could help to have
the Mediator’s assessment of the merits.

• And, as a last resort, ask the parties if they’d like to hear the Mediator’s ‘best offer’.

• Where total settlement is not achieved, to summarise the points that have been
resolved and offer to continue a dialogue with the parties and, if appropriate, to
schedule a further Meeting.

• But, where settlement is achieved, ensure that - at least - Heads of Agreement are
signed.

• Otherwise, if parties are allowed to go home and reconvene the following day to
memorialise the Agreement, typically overnight they will change position
seeking modification of terms already agreed, thus endangering the whole
process.
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WIPO Online Mediation of a Trademark Dispute

Parties Malaysian and Singaporean companies in the area of consumer goods

Dispute Trademark invalidation proceedings before IPOS

Basis Parties agreed to submit the trademark proceedings to WIPO Mediation

Mediator Singaporean mediator experienced in trademarks

Process One-day mediation session using WIPO online facilities, in two

languages

Duration Three weeks

Result Settlement agreement

Funding from IPOS Enhanced Mediation Promotion Scheme
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WIPO Telephone Mediation of a Software 

License Dispute – Mobile Apps

Parties Asian and US start-ups

Contract License agreement for the use of mobile phone applications

Dispute Unauthorized use of the software by the licensee and related royalty 

payment claims

Basis Contract clause providing for WIPO Mediation followed by WIPO

Arbitration

Process Parties agreed on an experienced mediator with experience in 

technology cases

Mediation sessions took place entirely by telephone (caucus and joint 

sessions) 

Result Settlement agreement within three months, allowing the parties to

continue the collaboration
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WIPO Online Mediation of a Software 

License Dispute

Parties European software developer and customer

Contract Software licensing agreement

Dispute Non-execution of the agreement and related damages claims

Basis Contract clause providing for WIPO Mediation followed by court

litigation

Process Mediator with experience in IT/technology cases (WIPO list 

procedure)

Mediation sessions took place entirely online with live 

interpretation (French and German) via WIPO-hosted platform

Result Settlement agreement within six months
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WIPO Mediation of a Copyright Dispute in 

the TV Broadcasting Industry

Parties 16 Parties: 5 collecting societies and a radio and television

association (joined by 11 national and international broadcasters)

Dispute Remuneration offered by cable operators to national and foreign 

TV broadcasters for the time-shifted viewing (replay TV/catch-up 

TV)

Basis Submission agreement for WIPO mediation

Process Several preparatory telephone conferences with the Parties

Two mediation sessions with mediator and expert in two languages

Result Settlement agreement including renegotiation of the

broadcasting tariffs
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Case Study: Mediation – mitigating imbalance 
of power
Ad hoc mediation prior to commencement of UK High Court litigation.

• Dispute arose from a long term relationship between a U.S. multinational in the Healthcare

sector and an English Consultant (attached to a University Hospital).

• The technology concerned medical devices/prosthetics.

• Consultancy Agreement terminated,

• dispute involved ownership of and the right to make continued use of patents invented by the

Consultant, cross-claims to unpaid/overpaid royalties and continued use of a trade mark.

• The parties agreed to stay the Limitation Period for the duration of the mediation process.

• Consultant was represented by out of town solicitors with a young and aggressive barrister.

• U.S. entity was represented by two of its middle management and an exceptionally

competent Magic Circle law firm.

• Confrontational approach taken by the Consultant’s barrister

• Company’s middle management representatives needed to refer to senior management in the

U.S. for authority to exceed their brief,

• However, following a one-to-one caucus between the mediator and the Consultant the dispute

was resolved in a one day meeting.

• The entire process from the agreement to mediate to settlement was less than 8 weeks.
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Case Study: Mediation - Starting a process to 
settlement
• A 3-day mediation in Paris between three parties in relation to ownership of the worldwide patents for the monoclonal

antibody, Cetuximab, a treatment for colorectal cancer.

• The dispute involved Court cases in the District Court for the Southern District of New York (SDNY); the Patents Court of
the English High Court; the Tribunal de Grande Instance, Paris; the Patent Court in Munich; the Court in Vienna; the
Constitutional Court in The Hague; SPC proceedings in several countries; and a pending Opposition in the European
Patent Office.

• The dispute arose from the secondment of a scientist from The Weitzmann Institute to Rorer (now part of Sanofi
Aventis). The scientist identified the antibodies in vitro while employed at Rorer, but sent them to his former colleagues
at the Institute for animal studies (in mice) to confirm efficacy. There was no formal agreement in relation to those tests.

• Rorer obtained the patent and licensed it to Imclone, now part of Eli Lilly. Cetuximab became a billion dollar a year drug
sold under the brand “Erbitux”.

• At the time of the mediation, the case in the U.S. was pending before the CAFC (Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit);
the United Kingdom case had been to the House of Lords (now, the Supreme Court) on a preliminary issue; the Munich
case had been to the Higher Regional Court on the same preliminary issue; the case in The Netherlands had been to the
Dutch Supreme Court; and the cases in Paris and Vienna were pending.

• Although resolution was not achieved at the mediation, it started a ”process” which produced worldwide settlement only
a matter of months later. Parties who had refused to talk to each other over 5 years of very costly litigation were brought
together by the mediation process and took back control of their business interests which had become lost, or at least
obscured, in the litigation process. That process had taken on a life of its own.
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Case Study: Mediation where parties never 
directly talk

• Mediation required by escalation clause

• Parties were in aggressive stand-off

• Threatening injunction and counter-injunction

• Large claims of damages

• Mediation commenced to comply with escalation clause

• Mediation statements presented:

• Including confidential proposals for mediator

• One party said did not wish to speak to other party directly

• Mediator shuttled between parties for entire mediation

• Heads of agreement reached

• Finalised into settlement agreement

• After much toing and froing
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Co-Mediators

• In suitable cases, there can be great benefit in having Co-

mediators provided they are selected appropriately.

• One mediator may be able to deal with commercial

interests

• One mediator may have subject matter expertise

• Co-mediators can allow for private meetings in parallel
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Case Study: Co-Mediators (1)

• Trade mark dispute between two multinational aerospace/defence contractors,

which was playing out in proceedings in USPTO a U.S. District Court, Israel, the

United Kingdom and cancellation proceedings before the EUIPO, then OHIM, the

European Trade Mark Office.

• One mediator - the lead mediator - was a very experienced U.S. commercial

arbitrator but with no special trade mark background. David Perkins was

appointed as Co-mediator for his international trade mark experience.

• Over a 2 day meeting, achieved worldwide settlement of the overall dispute that

had been litigated at considerable cost over several years.
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Case Study: Co-Mediators (2)

• Unsuccessful ITC proceedings brought by the U.S. subsidiary of a multinational German entity against

a competitor Japanese entity.

• The Complainant’s U.S. counsel sued its client in a U.S. District Court for very substantial unpaid fees.

The Complainant (former client) brought an ICC arbitration against their former counsel alleging

negligence claiming very extensive damages. There were also relate proceedings between the parties

in Germany. The U.S. law firm were represented at the mediation by their own counsel along with

counsel for their professional indemnity insurers.

• David Perkins was appointed because of his patent background. Co-mediator was a very experienced

insurance litigator with an extensive practise mediating disputes involving insurance and re-insurance.

• Following extremely confrontational exchanges, the U.S. law firm and their insurers walked out of the

London mediation meeting. A subsequent mediation in San Francisco before different mediators was

equally unsuccessful. However, eventually some months later the litigation was resolved outside

either mediation.
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Case Study: Co-Mediators (3)

• Dispute between two large multinationals over scope of previous trademark settlement agreement.

• Company A and Company B had had numerous trademark disputes over the years.

• Head IP Counsel of Company A (X) had made very large efforts to contact Company B and develop

relationship of trust.

• Agreement made to settle all disputes and not have disputes in future.

• Company A acquired interest in new company and brands.

• Disputes arouse over conflicts with new brands including oppositions, cancellations and court appeals.

• Parties agreed to mediate.

• Mediator appointed, but also agreed that X be a co-mediator due to relationship of trust already

developed.

• Companies A and B waived conflicts. X asked for fees to be donated to charity.

• Mediation resulted in significant narrowing of disputes between the parties.

• Principal mediator led all key discussions

• But X contributed significantly because trusted by both parties.
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WIPO Online Co-Mediation of a Patent 

Dispute

Parties European companies in the transportation industry

Contract Software development agreement

Dispute Non-execution of the agreement and related payment claims

Basis Submission agreement for WIPO mediation in the context of filing for

court and arbitration proceedings

Process Co-mediation (one mediator being a patent specialist)

Individual preparatory meetings with each party;  two mediation 

sessions followed by individual caucuses and a third mediation session

Mediation took place entirely online

Result Settlement agreement within five months
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Appointment of arbitrators

• Typically agreements to arbitrate, whether in Commercial Contracts/License Agreements etc. or ad
hoc, will provide either for a sole arbitrator or a tribunal of three

• see, Arts 14-20 WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• Conflicts of interest must be avoided.

• Although only soft law, the IBA Guidelines on Conflict of interest in International Arbitration
(2014) are pretty much applied universally.

• Institution will often appoint sole arbitrator

• Although can be agreed between parties

• Parties will usually appoint on arbitrator on three person panel

• Can seek to appoint arbitrator with appropriate expertise and experience

• Once the Tribunal has been appointed, there must be no ex parte communication with any arbitrator
with respect to any matter of substance relating to the arbitration

• Art.45 WIPO Arbitration Rules.
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WIPO Expedited Arbitration of a Software 

Dispute

Contract Agreement for data account processing services

Parties US AISP providing data processing software and services and Asian

bank

Dispute Whether the bank breached the contract by failing to comply with

exclusivity obligations with US AISP

Basis Contract clause submitting disputes to WIPO Expedited Arbitration

Process WIPO Center proposed arbitrator candidates with IT and arbitration

experience and the parties agreed on the sole arbitrator

Two-day hearing in New York City

Result Award resolving dispute in four months
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WIPO Online Arbitration of a Software 

Dispute

Parties US software developer and a European company

Contract Software license agreement

Basis Arbitration clause providing for WIPO Expedited Arbitration in a

standard online contract (not signed)

Process The Center proposed a number of candidates with expertise of IT 

disputes, one of whom was chosen by the parties

A hearing was conducted via videoconference 

Result Final award rendered within one year and three months of

the commencement of the arbitration
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WIPO Arbitration of a Biotech Dispute

Parties French biotech company and large pharmaceutical company

Contract License and development agreement

Dispute Alleged deliberate delay in the development of the biotech compound

Basis Contract clause providing for WIPO Arbitration with sole arbitrator

Process The Center proposed a number of candidates with expertise of 

biotech/pharma disputes, one of whom was chosen by the parties

Arbitrator held a three-day hearing for the examination of witnesses. 

On the last day of the hearing, the parties accepted the arbitrator’s 

suggestion that they hold a private meeting

Result Parties settled their dispute and continued to cooperate towards

the development and commercialization of the biotech compound
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WIPO IT Claim - Consolidation of Expedited 

Arbitrations before one arbitrator

• Three software licenses:

• Two licenses (one licensor, two different licensees): WIPO Expedited 
Arbitration clause

• One software license (same licensor, another licensee): 

• no WIPO Expedited Arbitration clause

• Three licensees filed a Request for Arbitration against the licensor

• Same day: licensor filed three separate Requests for Arbitration under the WIPO 
Expedited Arbitration Rules against each licensee

• Parties agreed: appointment of same Sole Arbitrator an consolidation of the four 
arbitrations into one set of proceedings
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Jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal

• The arbitral tribunal’s jurisdiction is limited by the terms of the

agreement to arbitrate.

• But remember Fiona Trust principles: Assumption that tribunal

to resolve all disputes

• The tribunal shall have the power to hear and determine objections

to its own jurisdiction. This is known as ‘competence/competence’.

• S.34, AO (Art 16 Model Law); Art.36 WIPO Arbitration Rules

• If a tribunal exceeds its jurisdiction, recognition and enforcement of

Award may be refused: Art.V.1(c) New York Convention (1958).
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WIPO: Challenge to jurisdiction over parent 

company

Parties Italian company and Dutch company (subsidiary of another Dutch

company, the holding company of the group)

Contract Trademark licensing agreement in the area of sports goods

Basis Arbitration clause providing for WIPO Expedited Arbitration

Process Italian company initiated WIPO Expedited Arbitration against both 

Dutch companies

Dutch companies contested the Arbitral Tribunal’s jurisdiction over 

the holding company (non-signatory)

Result Final award finding that holding company was not a party to

the agreement and not subject to the Arbitral Tribunal’s

jurisdiction
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HKIAC: jurisdiction to deal with stand alone 
infringement claim
• Arbitration under HKIAC Rules between overseas licensor and PRC licensee.

• HKIAC model clause used

• Claim for alleged unpaid royalties

• Claimant also made stand alone claim for patent infringement

• D challenged jurisdiction to deal with stand alone infringement issues

• Tribunal held had jurisdiction under:

• breadth of arbitration clause

• Fiona Trust Principles

• S103D of AO

• Tribunal also held had jurisdiction to deal with validity of PRC patents under HK law
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Duties and Powers of the Arbitral Tribunal

• Generally, the Tribunal may conduct the arbitration in such manner as it considers
appropriate:

• Art.37(a) WIPO Arbitration Rules.
• The Tribunal shall ensure that the arbitral procedure takes place with due

expedition
• Art.37(c) WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• The overriding duty of the Tribunal is to ensure ‘due process’.
• Art.37(b) WIPO Arbitration Rules provides:

“In all cases, the Tribunal shall ensure that parties are treated with equality
and that each party is given a fair opportunity to present its case.”

• This duty is enshrined in the Rules of all International Arbitration Providers.
• See, for example, Art.17.1 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (2013)

• Failure to ensure ‘due process’ is a ground for recognition and enforcement of the
Award to be refused:

• Art.V.1(b) New York Convention (1958).
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Procedural Order No.1 

• Shortly after the Tribunal is established it shall conduct a Case Management Conference.

• within 30 days per Art.40 WIPO Arbitration Rules -

• An Agenda with draft Procedural Order will typically be sent by the Tribunal to the Parties for their comments,

suggested amendments etc.

• Some arbitrators will ask parties to propose procedural order

• Main items are discussed on next slide

• Followed by a Hearing to discuss and agree terms,

• Can be by conference call, videoconference (e.g. Zoom, Teams etc.) or in person.

• Where an oral substantive Hearing is requested by the Parties - which is usually the case - it is good practice to set

the date(s) for that Hearing and then work back to set the time limits for the pre-Hearing procedural steps.

• Allowance should be given for slippage in deadlines

• Should be able to set substantive hearing within 15 to 18 months or Tribunal appointment

• This procedural roadmap can, of course, be amended as required during the course of the proceeding.

• Very often will be extensions of time or other interlocutory applications
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Procedural Order No.1  - Contents

• Procedural steps dealt with in PO1 will include:

• Exchange of pleadings: Arts 41-44 WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• Document production/Discovery: Art.50(b) WIPO Arbitration Rules.
• In cases involving patent infringement/validity, exchange of Claim Charts.
• Notices of Experiments: Art.51 WIPO Arbitration Rules.
• Provision for Site Visits: Art.52 WIPO Arbitration Rules.
• Provision of Technical Primers: Art.53(i) WIPO Arbitration Rules.
• Technical Teach-in provided jointly by the Parties (if technology is complex)
• Reliance on Models: Art.53(ii) WIPO Arbitration Rules.
• The Parties to produce an agreed Statement of Issues to be determined, identifying any issues where

the Parties are not in agreement.
• Usually Following exchange of pleadings or possibly later - after document production and/or

exchange of Witness Statements/Expert Reports –
• Possibly, but rarely, appointment of a Tribunal Expert: Art.57 WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• It is typically common to incorporate into PO1 the IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International

Arbitration (2010) as revised in December 2020.

• Chartered Institute of Arbitrators Protocol for the Use of Party Appointed Expert Witnesses in International

Arbitration (the “CIArb Protocol”) may also be incorporated
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Document Production

• Disputes relating to the adequacy of document production routinely arise.

• Tribunal will typically order the Parties to submit a Redfern Schedule.

• This is a 3 (or 5) column document. In the first column the Requesting Party will identify the nature of the additional
documents sought from the counterparty and why such documents are relevant to the issues in the case.

• Some parties/Tribunals will list documents requested in one column and the reasons/objections in another

• The Responding Party will then, if it be the case, explain why the requested documents are not relevant or are privileged.
The Tribunal will then make its reasoned ruling in the third column often following an oral hearing.

• Where privilege is asserted by the counterparty to the Document Request, the Tribunal may Order the Parties to submit a Privilege
Log.

• Typically, this is a 3 or 5 column document similar to a Redfern Schedule.

• Document production may, and very often is, be resisted for reasons of confidentiality.

• A procedure for dealing with this is contained in Art.54 WIPO Arbitration Rules

• Terms for disclosure will be prescribed by a Protective Order settled by the Tribunal in default of agreement between the
Parties.

• Can include ”Outside Counsel Only” terms.

• There may also be applications to obtain evidence and documents from National Courts.

• S.55 HK Arbitration Ordinance (Article 27 UNCITRAL Model Law)

• See also , the US Federal Arbitration Act 1925 s.7 and US Code 1782.; the U.K. Arbitration Act 1996 s43
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Redfern Schedule
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Interlocutory steps:  Other applications

• Preliminary injunctions may requested either from the Tribunal (Ss.35 & 36, AO) or
requested by a party to a National Court (In HK under s.45, AO; PRC Article 101, CPL).

• The latter shall not be deemed to be incompatible with the Agreement to Arbitrate:

• S.45(3), AO; Art.48(c) WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• It may be simpler to go directly to the National Court having appropriate jurisdiction
than to go first to the Arbitral Tribunal and then apply to a National Court to
implement the injunction ordered by the Tribunal.

• Applications for the conservation of goods which form part of the subject matter of the
dispute: Art.48(a) WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• This could arise with respect to allegedly infringing products.

• Applications for security for costs: Art.48(b) WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• Applications to dismiss as a preliminary issue parts of a Party’s pleaded case as falling
outside the agreement to arbitrate.

• These will normally require exchange of submissions and an oral hearing, followed by
by an Interim/Partial Award.
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At the substantive hearing

• Opening Submissions. Ideally these can be shortened or be omitted with Parties relying on
their respective Pre-Hearing Briefs.

• Where Witness Statements have been exchanged, the Tribunal may make admissibility of the
testimony conditional upon the witness being made available for oral testimony/ cross-
examination: Art.56(d) WIPO Arbitration Rules.

• Common practise for some years to permit video cross - examination of subsidiary witnesses
and/or individuals who are for health reasons unable to travel to where the Hearing is being
conducted.

• It remains to be seen whether, after the Covid pandemic, hybrid Hearings allowing for remote
cross-examination for both principal witnesses of fact and expert witnesses will become more
common.

• Witness Conferencing, colloquially known as ‘Hot Tubbing’, of conflicting witnesses, including
experts is provided for in Art.8.4(f) of the IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International
Arbitration and is also the subject of the CIArb Guidelines for Witness Conferencing in
International Arbitration (April 2019).

Difference between court and arbitration advocacy
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After the hearing

• Submission by the Parties of Post-Hearing Briefs and, possibly, Rebuttal Briefs.

• After publication of the Final Award, requests by the Parties for correction of
clerical, typographical or computational errors: Art.68(a) WIPO Arbitration
Rules.

• Also, after publication of the Final Award a Party application that the Tribunal
make an Additional Award in respect of claims presented in the arbitral
proceedings but not dealt with in the Award: Art.68(c) WIPO Arbitration Rules.
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Court vs arbitration advocacy

• One shot effort
• no appeal
• global application of decision

• not jurisdiction by jurisdiction
• Advocacy starts with first documents filed and continues throughout case
• With a dedicated panel it is important to maintain consistency throughout case

• Same arguments need to be deployed throughout
• Often more relaxed and less formal than court

• But not always
• Tribunal must give parties fair opportunity to present case

• Much more latitude than in court
• But keep the case moving

• Sometimes chess clock used
• Vital written submissions be clear and succinct

• Or at least have a clear and succinct summary
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Case Example (1)
• Arbitration under ICC Rules between two multinationals, one a large U.S. entity, the other a leading European

Research Institute.

• A scientist was seconded from the Research Institute to the U.S. entity for the purpose of working on a Specific
Project. While located working at the U.S. Co the scientist on secondment made an invention which the
Research Institute patented. The dispute related to whether that invention fell within the scope of the Project
(as defined in the R & D Agreement). If it did, then the parties would have equal rights to the invention. If it
didn’t, the Research Institute was solely entitled. It was an immensely valuable invention relating to sound
reproduction.

• Following use of Witness Conferencing/Hot Tubbing the inventor and one of his former scientist colleagues
from the U.S. entity, the (sole) arbitrator found that the subject matter of the invention was outside the
Project and, consequently, belonged solely to the Research Institute.

• The entire process was completed within 18 months, with no appeal and resolved what would otherwise have
involved multi-country litigation over entitlement in the various territories where patents had been obtained.

• Without providing particulars beforehand, at the Hearing the Research Institute introduced a visual
demonstration to illustrate the advance of the invention over the prior art and the technology practised by the
US Co.. Objection by the U.S. Co to admissibility of the demonstration was overruled by the arbitrator.
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Case Example (2)
• Arbitration under LCIA Rules between two multinational entities in the oil and gas exploration industry.

• The Parties had an R&D Agreement, which was the latest of a number of collaborative Agreements between them.
The project related to developing technology for the recovery of gas from deep offshore fields. Each Party was
allotted specific areas of development responsibility under the Agreement.

• But, owing to a change of specification imposed by the potential end-customer at a late stage in the development
process, the separate responsibilities of the Parties were set aside in a joint effort to find a solution to meet the
changed specification. As a result, both Parties claimed exclusive rights to the technology which emerged, which
included a potentially ‘blocking’ patent obtained by one of them. The patentee party claimed sole ownership since
they had developed the solution to meet the changed specification. The other Party claimed sole ownership,
alternatively Co-ownership, since that solution fell contractually within its area of responsibility.

• At the outset of the Hearing , by agreement between the Parties, engineers from both sides - neither of whom
were witnesses in the case - provided a technical teach-in to the Tribunal using a model of the apparatus illustrated
and claimed in the patent at issue.

• Absent arbitrating the dispute, like the sound reproduction patent referred to in Example (1), it would have led to
entitlement litigation in the various countries covered by the patent, each with appeal processes and, ultimately,
the prospect of conflicting decisions.
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Case Example (3)

• Parties had been in dispute over IP rights in past.

• Agreed in settlement agreement that all future IP disputes to be arbitrated in Hong Kong under

HKIAC Rules

• Disputes arose as to infringement of Chinese and US patents

• 3 separate arbitrations filed

• Emergency arbitration filed in one case

• Same party-appointed arbitrators in all cases

• In case involving US patents, one party filed re-examination request in US

• Tribunal granted ant-suit injunction

• One case went to full hearing before parties settled

• Parties were able to use one forum and same lawyers to settle all disputes
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WIPO Arbitration of a Patent 

Infringement Dispute

Parties Two US companies

Contract Submission Agreement to WIPO Arbitration

Dispute Patent infringement dispute related to a European patent in the area of 

consumer goods; litigation in several jurisdictions

Process Three-member arbitral tribunal 

Detailed procedural and hearing schedule 

Amendments of WIPO Rules: e.g. shortened timelines and detailed 

provision on experiments 

One-day hearing in Geneva including witness statements

Result Final award rendered within five months of the commencement

of the arbitration
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Further Information

Queries:  arbiter.mail@wipo.int

Clauses:  www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses

Rules:  www.wipo.int/amc/en/rules

Neutrals and case examples:  www.wipo.int/amc

WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center Offices

Geneva, Switzerland

Singapore, Singapore
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